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Phonics Policy 
 

At Orchard Fields Community School, we plan our phonics curriculum to ensure it is fully inclusive to every child. We strive to ensure all children become 

fluent readers by the end of Key Stage One. We use Synthetic Phonics as the principal approach to developing children’s decoding strategies. Children are also 

encouraged to develop their comprehension strategies through a rich diet of traditional stories and patterned texts. The teaching of phonics is not an end in 

itself, but an important prerequisite to developing children’s growth as independent readers with depth and fluency.  

At Orchard Fields Community School, we aim to develop confident, fluent and passionate readers and writers from an early stage. We use 'Essential Letters and 

Sounds' (ELS) which is a complete validated systematic synthetic phonics programme (SSP). Phonics is taught daily in Reception class and Year 1 and we 

teach children that the letters of the alphabet represents sounds and that these are put together to make words. The children learn to recognise the different 

graphemes that they will see when they are reading or writing. 

Our phonics teaching starts as soon as the children start in Reception and it follows a specific sequence that allows our children to build on their previous 

phonic knowledge and master specific phonic strategies. As a result, our children are able to tackle any unfamiliar words that they might discover.  

At Orchard Fields Community School, we also model these strategies in shared reading and writing outside of the phonics lesson and across the curriculum. 

 

Intent. 

At Orchard Fields Community School, we are committed to ensuring that all children in our care become confident and enthusiastic readers and writers.  We 

aim to ensure that every child, regardless of their background, ability or needs succeeds and achieves well.  We believe that phonics provides the foundation of 

learning to make the development into fluent reading and writing easier.  Phonics is the process that ensures children have the skills to break words into a sound 

system, building letter and word recognition.  Children learn to segment words to help support their spelling ability and to blend sounds together to read words. 

Once phonics is learnt and children can read fluently, and at speed, they can then focus on developing their other reading skills such as comprehension and 

acquiring knowledge.  Fluent reading skills allow access to the whole curriculum. 

 

Implementation. 

At Orchard Fields Community School, we follow a validated systematic synthetic phonics programme; Essential Letters and Sounds (ELS).  ELS is a method 

of learning which is based around letter sounds and phonics, blending them together to read and write words and using these learnt sounds in their reading and 

writing. 

 

Using this structured programme, children will learn to read effortlessly so that they can then develop their comprehension skills.  The sound and letter 

correspondence will also help our children build as their spelling skills allowing them to focus on grammar and compositional ideas in writing. 

Children will learn phonics as soon as they enter school in our Foundation Stage: Daily phonic lessons become part of their everyday routine. 



Lessons are carefully structured in a repetitive way, to introduce new sounds.  Children will hear the sounds, say them, see them, read the sounds in words, 

write the words and build new vocabulary. 

• The principles of ELS are based upon: 

• the delivery of whole-class, high-quality first teaching with well-structured daily 

• lesson plans 

• the use of consistent terminology by teachers, children and parents such as ‘Robot arms’.   

• all children are supported within the lesson to use their new phonic knowledge independently. 

• in every single ELS lesson, your child will make the direct application to reading. 

• lots of opportunities for oral blending- c/oa/t 

• opportunities for writing- new grapheme, words and sentences. 

• the children will experience the same classroom routines within each lesson which reduces cognitive load and maximises the chances of success. 

• the use of consistent resources that support effective teaching 

• repetition and reinforcement of learning 

• regular and manageable assessment to ensure that all children ‘keep up’ rather than ‘catch up’ 
 

Modelling is a hugely important part of their learning process and all the teaching staff have been trained using ELS materials. Peer observations. Learning 

walks and lessons observations are used to ensure the teaching of phonics lessons and intervention support is good.  

Sounds have been divided up into small groups.  Children will meet a small group of sounds each week.  Some revision and practise weeks are built into the 

programme to consolidate the learning.  Children will practise the distinct sounds and will then practise blending the sounds together to make real and made-up 

words. 

Assessment of Phonics 

We track our children throughout each Phonic Phase to monitor both achievement and progress.  

Our main emphasis on the assessment of phonics is on how effectively the children are able to apply their learning into reading and writing. This provides the 

evidence that the phonic learning is fully embedded. 

If necessary, further support through targeted interventions is provided for children to enable them to keep up with the phonics programme. 

Additional support for phonics is also put in place for those children in KS2 that still require support. 

We use 100% decodable books in phonics lessons so that children can directly apply their new knowledge and phonic skills at an appropriate level. We use a 

range of decodable books which have been carefully organised to match the sounds your child is learning. 

Our classrooms are well resourced with phonic working walls and resources which are readily available empowering children to independently make correct 

spelling choices. 

 

 



*Phase 1 of Letters and Sounds (2007) can be used in 

Nursery/Pre-School settings before starting ELS in Reception and 

can still be used throughout the school day in Reception. 

However, direct phonics teaching – the teaching of sounds, 

graphemes, word reading and vocabulary – must start from the 

very beginning of Reception. **Phase 3 of ELS covers more than 

just the Phase 3 graphemes – we introduce some challenge from 

Phase 4 (in the form of adjacent consonants) alongside the Phase 

3 teaching to extend children’s sounding out and blending skills. 

The Phases for ELS are: 

 



The children will learn mnemonics and rhymes to help remember the letters and how to write them. 

Once the single letter forms have been learnt, children will then move onto sounds created by two or more letters. 

Children will be continuously assessed throughout each week and half term.  The scheme is a 'keep up' rather than 'catch up' scheme, so teachers and TAs will 

be working hard to try and ensure that all children are keeping up with the coverage.  Interventions will occur in class if a child falls behind.  There are three 

types of intervention in ELS, they are:- 

1. Oral blending 

2. Grapheme-phoneme correspondence (GPC) recognition 

3. Blending for reading 

To help the children practise their sounds, each child will receive a reading book which matches their phonic stage.  These reading books will ensure children 

get chance to practise the sounds they are learning, allowing them to develop speed and confidence. 

The children will work through the phonics phases as they progress through school. In nursery they will start with Phase 1 phonics from the Letters and Sounds 

Programme before moving onto Phase 2 and Phase 3 in Reception. Phase 4 happens as a transition through from Reception to Year 1 with Phase 5 following 

this. 

In years 2-6 children that have been identified for phonics support will be assessed using the ELS programme and will receive intervention support. Enable 

interventions are short and concise, and take place one-to-one between the child and Reading Teacher. These interventions should happen when and where 

required – assessment will inform this. Daily extra practice happen throughout the day to help the child ‘overlearn’ the focus of the intervention. For example, 

teachers and other adults can give the child opportunities to practise a specific GPC throughout the day. 

At the end of Year 1, all children are tested with the phonic screening test published by the Department for Education.  These tests use real words and made up 

words to test each child's phonological knowledge and skills.  The expectation is that all children should be able to pass this test which means they know all of 

their phonic sounds. 

Essential Letters and Sounds uses the original L&S 2007 progression. ELS has maintained the guidance from the original document for Phase 1 and has given 

explicit teaching instructions for the Spring Term onwards in the ELS Handbook. The depth of teaching in Phase 5 covers a lot of the skills that are addressed 

in the original guidance for Phase 6. This means that when children complete the ELS programme they will be ready for the school’s chosen spelling 

programme and can begin this in Year 2. The programmes used for spelling at Orchard Fields Community School is Spelling Shed. 

Essential Letters and Sounds is a whole-class teaching model. The lessons start in the first week of Reception and last 15-20minutes. As the programme builds 

in complexity the lessons grow in length up to a maximum of 35 minutes. This is to ensure that children have adequate practise using their new skills and make 

that immediate application to reading. We know from the 2021 Reading Framework schools can spend up to 1 hour each day dedicated to the teaching of 

phonics. This ensures that the teaching of Phonics and Early Reading is a priority for the school. Small group or ideally 1:1 intervention are up to 10 minutes.  

 

 

 



Impact. 

 

Through the teaching of systematic phonics, our aim is for children to become fluent readers by the end of Key Stage 1. Children can then focus on developing 

fluency and comprehension throughout the school. Attainment in phonics is measured by the Phonics Screening Test at the end of Year 1. 

 

We aim to ensure that all our children have the best possible start to reading.  The consistent pattern of the lessons and resources, the shared practise across the 

staff and regular, repetitive practice will ensure that all children will achieve.  This will enable our children access to a world of reading and writing; essentials 

skills as the children journey into Key Stage 2. 
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